The Fundraiser’s Trainer

Rob started as a major gifts fundraiser for the NSPCC in 2000 and since then he has
been hooked on finding ways to raise more money, more easily. As an independent
trainer since 2007 he has worked with thousands of fundraisers.

His training programme for the NSPCC helped secure an increase in major gifts income
of 29%, and it received a UK Skills National Training Award.
Secrets of the Millionaire Magnets
As a brand new fundraiser in the year 2000 I quickly learned how demoralising this
game can be. I found it ever so hard to bring in major gifts. In hindsight, the main
reason for this failure was that I didn’t secure enough meetings with donors. And the
reason for this is that I was scared of phoning them to ask them to meet.
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When my fundraising results picked up, I became happier at work and I finally started
going home on time. The way I had gradually improved my results was by changing
what I was doing, based on the habits of people who were getting great results. And
of all the things they taught me, there was no lesson more powerful than this – the
telephone is your most powerful fundraising tool. So befriend it, appreciate it, practise
how you use it.
This booklet is designed to help you raise more money and go home on time, by
harnessing the power of your phone. Good luck.
To find out more, visit
www.brightspotfundraising.co.uk

2. Get energised by focussing on
what is at stake. When you’re getting
poor or mediocre results you’re likely to be
more stressed and unhappy…and you’re
also likely to spend longer at work. The
key to increasing your major gift income
and therefore your confidence at work is
to secure more appointments with donors
than you ever have before, and than any
normal fundraiser would. (You didn’t want
to be normal did you? My guess is that you
didn’t enter the fundraising profession in
order to make an ordinary difference).
3. See it as your job to secure
appointments. Potential major donors
will only give at a significant level once
they have a strong sense of where the
money goes (i.e. that it is urgently needed,
and that it works) and they trust you (you
personally and you the organisation).
It is impossible to achieve these two
objectives if they don’t meet you / representatives of your organisation. Each time
they meet you, they are likely to get more
sense of where the money goes, and
to trust you more. So, as a major gifts

4. Set a target. If you don’t already
have a monthly target for the number of
appointments, coffee meetings or event
attendances you are going to arrange
with potential and existing donors, set
one today (even if you modify it later).
There is no single action you could take
this year that will be more powerful in
improving your results, than knowing
what you’re aiming for. Ideally, set it with
your manager, but even if you don’t, at
the very least, write down in your own
notebook or on a desk-side memo, the
number of ‘donor contacts’ you have set
your WILL to achieving.
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Rob’s clients include Cambridge University, Oxfam, Save the Children, Tate and UNICEF,
as well as dozens of smaller charities. He is the tutor for the Institute of Fundraising
Academy’s Major Gifts Master-class.

1. Get really clear. More appointments
per month with current and potential
donors can only lead to improvements
in major gift income. Fewer or the same
number of appointments can only lead to
flat-lined or poorer results this year and in
the future.

fundraiser, most of your job is about
ensuring that you arrange as much
face to face contact with potential and
existing donors as possible.
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Why focus enormous energy
on securing appointments
with donors?
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7. Be flexible. Persistence alone will
not do it. Force yourself to be flexible in
your approach. When you feel like things
aren’t working, ask yourself ‘what haven’t
I tried yet?’ Keep asking this question until
you get a different answer. For example, I
once thought I had tried everything to get
through to an important donor. Actually,
I then realised, I had only ever called
between 9am and 5pm. The next day I
called at 8.35am and got straight through.

8. Deliberately do important
(supposedly hard) things first.
What’s the tactic that’s most likely to
enable you to happily turn off your
computer at 5pm and walk out the door,
day in, day out? Proactively make ten
phone calls to your donors when you
first get in, before you get swamped by
other (usually internally focussed) tasks.
Even if you only get through to one or
two people out of ten, if you secure
agreement to a single cup of coffee
meeting, the rest of your day you’ll feel
upbeat. As author of Eat that Frog, Brian
Tracy says, the feeling of facing your fear,
of tackling the thing that you had been
putting off, will give you an increase in
self confidence that makes you more
bold for the rest of the day.

10. Choose to get into a great state
before you call. More than 80% of
your success on the phone comes from
the state you’re in. This is because when
people can’t see you, your voice becomes
much more important in affecting the
judgements they unconsciously make
(e.g. whether you’re to be trusted,
whether you’d be enjoyable to meet). It
is very difficult to project these meanings
through your voice if you’re body is in a
tired or pessimistic state. So choose to
change it. Here are some easy but often neglected ways that anyone can
choose to generate the positive, confident state needed for telephone success.

9. Do three actions to improve
donor relationships every morning,
before you do anything else. One
of the most successful fundraisers I’ve
ever met, puts much of her multi-million
pound success down to her discipline to
talk to donors as soon as she gets into the
office. Her rule of thumb is to improve
her relationship with three current or
potential donors before going anywhere
near internal-facing tasks. So at the very
least, she’s aiming to make progress with
15 donors every week. Is this always
easy in practice? Maybe not. Will all your
colleagues help you? Maybe not. But the
more you work at it, the more your
discipline will reap rewards and so the less
willpower you will need the next time.

11. Focus on helping the person at
the other end of the line. Never
ever EVER pick up the phone for your
reasons (‘must make my target’, ‘please
my manager’ or even, to help our
beneficiaries). Pick up the phone because
you genuinely believe (and are focussing
on the idea) that it is in the donor’s
interests to become involved with your
organisation. Once you have understood
and practise the distinction between these
two mindsets, i.e. you call to give not get…
everything changes. It will be easier to
pick up the phone. More people will agree
to meet you. And you’ll be less upset
by the ones that don’t because you’ll
know they’re not saying no to you; you
were good enough to offer them a great
opportunity and they decided it wasn’t
right for them.

12. Dress confidently. You know
that you feel better when you wear
certain things (e.g. heels, make up, suit,
something you feel good in and receive
compliments in), and Richard Wiseman’s
excellent book Rip it Up outlines psychological research that demonstrates why
this works. Dress this way even (and
especially) on days you are ‘only’ in the
office making calls.
13. Move. Take plenty of breaks in which
you get up from your desk and go for a
walk around the block. Many fundraisers
tell me they’d love to do this but feel
worried their manager will think they’re
slacking off. I’ve never met a manager
who says they mind one bit if someone
in their team takes breaks to get fresh
air. What is the easiest way to create
(or change) an emotion? Motion!!
Fret less and move more!! So take
more (five minute) breaks today than
you normally do. While briskly on the
move, why not listen to your favourite
music? Then come back and pick up your
phone with the enthusiasm that your
beneficiaries need you to find.
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6. Persist. Clearly not every busy,
wealthy person is going to speak to you
and say YES to a meeting the first time you
call, so you cannot hope to succeed in this
game unless you get determined and are
willing to persist until you succeed.

Get in a great statee
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5. Set your WILL to booking more
meetings, informal cups of coffee
or attendance at events by donors
this month. There are times in your
life when there was something really
important that you wanted to do. You
made it something that MUST happen (not
‘should’ happen). More often than not you
achieved these deeply important things
in your life. If you did, it’s because you
set your WILL to achieving it. The author
and coach Anthony Robbins defines setting
your WILL as follows:
WILL = Determination + Flexibility.

Eat the frog
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16. Sit up straight, with your
shoulders back and chest out. You
will feel way more confident when the
body language you choose is that of a
confident, assertive person. Some people
ask me “what if I don’t feel confident, won’t
I then be phoney to pretend?” The reality
is, as soon as you adopt body postures
that are confident and worthy of respect,
you become more likely to feel the
confident states that go with that posture.
This is why choosing to smile helps you
feel cheerful. Don’t ‘fake it till you make
it’, fake it till you become it.

17. Breathe deeply. Practice breathing
more deeply than usual for five minutes
every day. Just before picking up the
phone, if you’ve been rushing about, sit
still and up straight and take three calm,
deeper than usual, breaths.
18. Gather together everything
you need before you start. For
example, find and open your notebook
with any key phrases for the call; open
the donor database or list of phone
numbers; glass of water. Once you start
it’s critical not to get distracted in your
search for something, but to make use of
your momentum. Calls are usually much
easier than you have built them up to be.
So once you’ve started and discovered
this, keep going.

Get through to the
right person

19. The way to make this whole game
easier is to link pleasure in your
nervous system to the activity that
you want to get better at. So every
time you’ve made a call, deliberately
feel pleased with yourself, even if you
didn’t get through. Mentally celebrate
that you performed the activity,
irrespective of the result. When you
finish the batch of (e.g. ten) calls you were
planning to make, deliberately go and enjoy
a breath of fresh air or tea break. Many
people only allow themselves to feel good
when they achieve an externally controlled
result (e.g. someone else agreeing to
donate or meet). But if you also link good
feelings in your nervous system to the
activity of calling, irrespective of the
result, making more calls becomes far
easier. So the results you really want (gifts
and meetings) inevitably go up.

20. Ask to talk to the right person.
If you’re calling someone who’s likely to
have a PA, before you pick up the phone,
get clear about your first objective. This is
to Get Put Through (to the donor). Strange
though this sounds, most fundraisers are
avoiding rejection by not even aiming (and
therefore asking the PA) to be put through
to the donor. They’re expecting and settling
to have a brief fruitless chat to the PA and
be asked to send them some information.
It’s true that over time, becoming friendly
with the PA can lead to an eventual
conversation with the donor, but this
is much harder work and often leads
nowhere. Ask to be put through to the
person who can make a decision about
their own time, i.e. the (prospective) donor.
21. Work out in advance, and write
down, why meeting you (or attending your event etc.) will be in their
boss’s interests. If they have ever
supported your organisation before, a
good reason for them to agree to meet
you now for twenty minutes is to hear the
amazing difference their original gift has
made.
22. Don’t use the G word. Never talk
about ‘gatekeepers’. Not to your colleagues
and especially not to yourself, even as
a joke. Your choice of words matters,
especially to your own feelings and
behaviour. So think about the word
Gatekeeper for a moment. To me it con-
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15. Smile. When you deliberately feel
and show a warm smile on your face as
you talk on the phone, the person at the
other end of the line will be more likely to
warm to you. More importantly, you will
feel more likeable, relaxed and confident.
You probably know this idea in theory, but
do you deliberately take advantage of it?
Try it today. Notice what happens.

Celebrate (i.e. cause yourself
to feel good) often
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14. Eat intelligently. If you know securing
appointments with donors is the key to
the treasure chest that is outstanding
major gifts results, there are some obvious
choices that can load the dice in your
favour. Drink plenty of water, cut back on
caffeine; buy and eat more fruit, cut back
on treats that seduce with a short term
sugary high and then sap your enthusiasm.
Notice what impact different food and
drink choices make to the energy you feel,
and dare yourself to choose habits that
will serve you.
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24. Use their name at the beginning and end of the call.
When our name is said with integrity,
respect or warmth, it feels good.
25. Resist the urge (and pressure)
to be drawn into detail /‘to send
something through’. Most fundraising propositions cannot be best
understood or explained over the
phone. Be bold in explaining that if it

Convey to the donor that
to meet you will be a good
thing for them.

26. Associate to (i.e. feel) liking
and respecting them (even and
especially if they seem blunt or
even rude). At the very least you could
choose to like and respect them for trying
to do the best for their boss, as they see
fit.

29. Associate to (focus on and feel,
so that it comes across in your
voice) how great it will be to attend
the event you’re inviting them to
e.g. tell them how interesting or inspiring
your head of programmes is when she
talks at the breakfast seminar you’re
inviting him to; or how everyone is
excited at the prospect of this thank
you event at XYZ Impressive Venue.

27. Build rapport. Even if you don’t
get put through, show an interest in and
chat to the PA. The next time you call,
remembering they were about to go to
the Alps / their children’s School Play, will
help you create a warmer relationship.
28. Try calling at 5.35pm. Most PAs
have gone home. Many senior people are
still there. (8.35am also has a high success
rate.)

tactic to going away to a separate meeting
room to make calls. Though you may
feel more confident out of ear-shot, the
massive, income-draining downside is
that it’s incredibly hard to make enough
calls if you always have to go somewhere
else to make them.
31. Focus 100% of your attention on
the person you’re calling. Be totally
present with, and care about getting a
good outcome for them. This means letting
go of any interest in what your colleagues
next to you may be thinking. It is not
possible to be totally committed to both
your donor and care about your colleagues’
opinions, at the same time. Initially this
skill may feel difficult, but it is fundamental
to achieving any great success. If you work
at it, you’ll become way more persuasive
to your donors because you’ll relax and
be yourself.
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23. Through your tone, help the
PA understand your call is
different. As the PA hears your first
words, there is a good chance they’ll
mistakenly lump you in with all the coldcalling salespeople they’re sure their
boss does not want to talk to. You must
be certain that your reason for calling
is different, (you represent a cause that
is, or is potentially, close to their boss’s
heart), and the first key to succeeding
with a PA is helping them want to treat
you differently; that is, to hear what you
have to say and where possible, help you.

were possible to do justice to this on the
phone, you would…but it will be far more
useful (to them) if you do it in person.
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jures images of a club-wielding troll or at
the very least someone whose primary
focus is to guard a gate. Be aware how
powerfully metaphors and language
affect what you believe is possible. Even if
you don’t believe me, test what happens
when you replace the G word in your
vocabulary with PA or assistant – both
these words remind you that you’re
talking to someone whose job is to
help. As you well know, speaking to and
meeting you is likely to be in the donor’s
interests.

Building rapport

Make your work
environment easier to
succeed in
30. If you’re blessed with playful
or noisy colleagues, let them
know you’re about to make some
important calls, so you’re less likely
to be disrupted by noise. I prefer this

32. Match the energy of their voice.
If they talk slowly, start at a similar pace.
Tune in to the rhythm and pace of their
speech and mirror it back. At some point
you may have had the experience of
being upset and a friend attempting to
either cheer you up or calm you down. If
their initial voice energy was too different
from your own, this miss-match alone is
likely to have made you more, not less,
irritated.
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Handle objections /
tough questions

35. Align with them. The mindset
you need is one of valuing what they’re
saying and looking to solve the problem
together.
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36. Hear them out. Never interrupt
someone while they’re asking a question
or making an objection. Hear the whole
thing and do your utmost to understand
it from their point of view.
37. Find out more. Very often the
objection people verbalise is not the real
issue for them, so find out what the real
issue is.

Make it easier for people
to say YES

40. Hold a prospecting event. This
might be a breakfast meeting where
your head of programmes will talk about
progress with your new service or a
champagne reception to say thank you
(ideally without an auction and raffle). If
you don’t have any budget to organise
something, there must be some existing
events your organisation puts on, which
you could tag a (sponsored) VIP drinks
reception onto. Send invitations and
follow them up with calls. At the event,
make sure you and your team chat to
everyone and find out who is interested
enough to agree to meet you for coffee.
Without fail, while the event is still fresh
in their memory, call the next morning
to get those follow up meetings in the
diary.

39. If you’re calling someone you
don’t know, avoid asking them if
they have time to talk to you now. If
they’ve not met you, this question is likely
to make them focus on how busy they
are, tell you so, and therefore make them
feel in more of a hurry and you feel more
flustered. If they answered their landline,
they had time to answer. You’re not aiming
to talk for long on the phone now, you’re
aiming to help them feel that to meet you
or attend your event would be worth their
while.

41. Proactively seek referrals. Ask
existing donors for the names of contacts
they think may potentially be interested
in helping your organisation. Some major
donors have said to me they’re amazed

that most fundraisers do this so rarely.
(But then 95% of salespeople are equally
poor at remembering to ask for referrals
from their satisfied customers too, even
though this tactic generates the best
leads by far).
42. Get endorsed. If your research (or
industry gossip) suggests that the donor
you’d like to meet is known to one of
your existing supporters, call that person
and ask if you can use their name when
you make this call.

In conclusion
43. Improve your donor meeting
skills. If you don’t feel confident about
how to influence donors when you meet
them, this will dampen your enthusiasm
to secure more meetings. Decide to
improve your face to face influencing
skills. There are many books you could
read and mentors you could seek advice
from. Or visit www.brightspotfundraising.co.uk to find out more about courses in this skill.
44. Pick up the phone. Then do it
again. The only way to get better at this
game is to take the plunge. Don’t overthink it. Sit up with your shoulders back,
put a smile on your face, focus on how
they’ll benefit and… call a past or future
donor to persuade them to meet you.
When you get this habit, your fundraising
results will be transformed.
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34. Expect questions. Understand
that the person you’re talking to will
very often have questions to ask or not
initially understand why it is in their best
interest to meet you.

38. Re-frame the issue for them.
Many apparent objections stem from
someone not wholly understanding what
you’re asking for (e.g. many PAs presume
that since you’re calling from a charity,
you must be after money, either now, or
if you get an appointment with their
boss). You know full well that you will
secure the greatest gifts over time by
only asking for a gift after the donor has
developed a relationship with your charity.
So be prepared to re-frame the PA’s
understanding of why a charity might be
seeking to meet their boss.
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33. Slow down. The piece of advice
that I’ve found almost everyone on my
telephone skills workshops needs, is to
slow your speech down when on the
phone. This gives you more gravitas and
gives your brain more time to THINK,
and so to choose the most persuasive
ideas, and to honour them by meaning
(feeling) everything you say.
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‘Before going on What Really Gets Results, Rob’s Major Donor Training
course, I hadn’t booked any meetings with donors. Following the training
– which was fantastic - I got on the phone and booked 10 meetings for the
next two months. The meetings resulted in three Appeal pledges totalling
£35,000 and two one-off gifts, worth £20,000…I absolutely recommend
you go on his training’.
POLLY BISHOP,
Major Gifts Officer, Christian Aid
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Rob’s courses and conference presentations to help you raise more
money include:
• Influencing supporters / donors when you meet them
• Story-telling for fundraising success
• Major gifts masterclass - what really gets results?
• Win that pitch - for ambitious corporate fundraisers
• Networking skills and confidence
• Writing to influence in fundraising
• Advanced presentation skills – persuade any audience
• Using the Myers Briggs Type Indicator in fundraising
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